
The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant/1975 Marketing Plan Executive Summary. 
	  
Market Assessment. 
Market Facts/Trends 
1) Experimenting with new cooking items. 
2) Pairing wine with various styles of 

fondue. 
3) Use creative dipper items. 
4) Create the fondue from scratch. 

• People are experimenting with different items when 
cooking with fondue, trying out new blends of cheeses, 
diverse main entrées and various combinations of 
chocolate.   

• There is also an increasing trend to pair alcoholic drinks 
specially wines with the different cooking styles of 
fondue. 

• The items used for dipping have become much more 
creative. The traditional dipper has always been cubes 
of bread. Now people are using vegetables, sweet 
fruits, chips, and fish, as well. 

• There's a heightened interest in creating fondue from 
scratch. People are either using their own pots or going 
to fondue restaurants to enjoy and cook different 
recipes all over the world. 

Competition: 
1) Mi Pequeña Suiza Restaurante (My 

Little Switzerland Restaurant). 
2) Fabrica Di Chocolate: Fondue Express 

 

Hurdle: My Little Switzerland is located in a small town 
with a lot of a colonial architecture and a rich artistic 
culture with different types of gastronomy which make it 
a place of interest for visitors. The restaurant 
communicates to their customers through an extensive 
use of social media, print advertising, and online ads. 
Hurdle: Fábrica Di Chocolate offers to the consumers a 
new idea of Fondue Express giving them a faster service 
that results seeing fondue as a different concept. Also the 
company use effective communication tools to reach their 
customers like social media, print advertising, Blogs, and 
email subscription.  

PEST Analysis: 
1) Social 
2) Economic 

• Full-service restaurants tend to have a boundless 
consumer base mostly shaped by middle and upper-
income groups. Middle and upper-income Venezuelans 
people continue to visit full-service restaurants 
whenever possible because of cultural preference for 
socialization and being part of the newest trends. 

• The city of Valencia which is the third largest city in the 
country is going to be the best spot for the restaurant. 
Valencia is an economic hub that contains Venezuela's 
top industries and manufacturing companies and also is 
known for having a lot of diversity in gastronomy, arts 
and museums, points of interest, and fashion. 
Benchmark price for a meal out (for 2 mid-range 
restaurant) is $64.20. 

	  
Budget 
Budget Y1: $20 million to launch marketing in all aspects  
	  
Marketing P – Set Goals & Measurements	  
Business Units Financial Goals: Sales of $2MM in Y1, $5MM in Y2, $10MM in Y3, 16MM in Y4	  
Strategic Marketing Goals: the long term goal is to position the restaurant as number #1 in their 
category, to keep track of loyal customers to continue coming back and to secure new customers.	  
Tactical Marketing Goal: the goal for the 1st year of launch is to increase Venezuelans awareness of 
the restaurant by communicating effectively with them and by checking sales growth.	  



	  
Target. 
Targets Segments. 
1) The Up To Date Consumer: are known for 

being very sociable, outgoing, and who truly 
enjoy eating out. 

• For them, food means having a good time 
with friends, experiencing new dishes, and 
sharing their experiences.  

• They are young consumers who are always 
looking for the latest and newest trends when 
it comes to talking about food.  

• This audience is the first to go to try a new 
place. Therefore, they are the ones who 
others ask if recommendations are needed for 
places to dine in.  

• These consumers have a big reputation and 
their opinion matters to others.  

• Price is not a big concern for them and they 
are willing to pay whatever it takes as long as 
they are the first to try out food in the 
restaurant.  

• Social media plays a big role in their lives 
because it allows them to be informed about 
everything new that happens in their 
surroundings and to keep connected all day. 

Persona profile. 
• The Up To Date Persona: Andrea; a young 

Venezuelan girl of about 22 years old, living in 
Valencia with both of her parents and older 
brother  

• Andrea is studying Marketing at one of the most 
prestigious and private universities in the city; 
UNITEC. 

• Their household income level is around $190,000.  
• Andréa likes to drive her black Mazda 3 Sedan. 
• She loves going shopping, party with her friends 

at night clubs, enjoys listening to music and 
watching girly TV shows. 

• Andrea truly enjoys the experience of eating 
outside of her house, especially if it is to try out a 
new eating place in her town. She is crazy 
passionate about keeping up to date when it 
comes to talking about food.  

• Her friends called her the “Guinea Pig” since she 
is always the first one to experience and to try 
out a new place. 

• Andrea’s iPhone and Social Media are her life 
because they allow her stay communicating and 
keep connected to express herself through all of 
her journeys related to food and restaurants.  

1) The Casual Dinner Consumer: for these 
consumers, food is more related to having a 
peaceful and relaxing dining experience. 

• They can be described as giving and 
emotional consumers. This audience is not 
into being the center of attention. 

• Their decision is based on what really makes 
their dining experience an enjoyable and 
memorable quality moment to share with 
friends, family or their significant other.  

• They are a more mature consumer who 
enjoys trying out new meals where the food is 
the main component for a unique dining 
experience.  

• Price of the food and the quality of the 
ingredients can be important if they don’t feel 
that the whole dining experience is worthy. 

• For these customers, recommendations or 
references from others are their main source 
of dining advice and they use it to decide 
whether or not they want to try a new 
restaurant.   

• These consumers use social media to follow 
the news on time but also enjoy other forms 
of media like print and broadcast advertising. 

2) The Casual Dinner Persona: David, a 
Venezuelan adult of about 40 years old who is 
living in Valencia. David works as a Financial 
Engineer for “Banco de Venezuela”. 

• He is a married man and they both have a child. 
• Their household income level is around $100,000.  
• David drives a Toyota 4 Runner  
• He is the decision maker in his family who  

decides where or not to go, where to shop for 
food; what brands of clothing to wear, and what 
brands to get for home appliances and furniture.  

• David uses Apple as his personal brand for 
electronic devices. He also likes to be up to date 
by reading “El Carabobeño” a famous newspaper 
in Valencia. 

• David has an active lifestyle and he likes to do 
any activity that involves spending time with his 
family, he also likes to go out for dinning, 
especially on the weekends since it is the time 
were he can relax and do something fun with his 
family.  

• He is always looking for restaurants where he can 
enjoy a peaceful and delightful meal next to the 
ones he loves. 

• David asks for recommendations to his friends 
when visiting places and he decides where to dine 
according to their opinion.  



 
How You Plan To Reach Your Target. 
Positioning Statement. Key Message (s). Media Selection. 
• The restaurant has made its 

way to differentiate them by 
understanding the true 
meaning of offering to their 
customers a fondue 
experience that they will never 
forget.  

• It offers a higher quality in 
their food by cooking with the 
best premium ingredients, a 
cozy ambiance that gives 
customers a feeling of 
welcoming, and an 
outstanding service to fulfill 
with the needs of their 
audience. 

• The company is also involved 
with the community. It 
supports the St. Jude 
Children's Research Hospital in 
the fight against childhood 
cancer. 

• The restaurant also offers to 
their customers a VIP Reward 
Club where they enjoy special 
offers. 

• The message that will connect 
The Melting Pot: Fondue 
Restaurant with both 
audience is the unique and 
memorable experience that 
each one of them will go 
through when dinning in this 
place.  

• Their philosophy is 
“Experience The Fondue 
Effect”. In which customers 
will enjoy a distinctive way of 
having innovative and 
exquisite fondue(s) to share 
with their friends, family or 
their relative ones with the 
effect of creating a 
remarkable dining experience.  

• The best media to reach out 
and to communicate with the 
Up To Date Consumers will be 
the different outlets in social 
media like Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and Foursquare 
since these media are growing 
rapidly in the country and 
more young Venezuelans are 
increasing their use on their 
smart-phones. 

•  For the Casual Dinner 
Consumers the effective media 
to communicate with them will 
be print and broadcast 
advertising since this audience 
are mature Venezuelans that 
are still influenced by old 
styles of advertising. However 
social media can be use as a 
way to conduct them to feel 
part of their community. 

	  

Sample Market Communication and Spokesperson.	  
The first sample of a marketing communication illustrates how the restaurant can approach the Up 
To Date Consumers: 

The message says: Be the first one of your kind to share a new food experience. 
	  
The second marketing sample demonstrates how the restaurant will communicate with their Casual 
Dinner Consumers: 



The message says: Come to share an unforgettable experience accompanied by the ones you love. 
Spokesperson:  
 
Erika De La Vega:  a Venezuelan actress, tv host of her own show in Venevision “Erika Tipo 11”, 
and host at a radio show on “La Mega 95.7”. She also participates in various social media outlets 
like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram which has a big influence on millions of followers.  
 
She could be the best match as a spokesperson for the resturant since she likes to comunicate with 
Venezuelans using different media channels. Her audience is comprised of Venezuelans youngsters 
and adults who are all the time watching what Erika is up to.  
 
She is a married woman who has a beautiful son named Mathias and another on the way. Erika 
dedicates all off her attention to doing a lot of activities with her son during her free time. On some 
occasions, she brings her son to work where they both have a fun filled day. On the weekends, you 
can see Erika and her family going out to dine at places, traveling, and going to the beach and 
park, among others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  



The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant. 

The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant is a premier fondue restaurant with more than 140 
locations across North America and more than 25 locations in development who offers a 
unique and interactive dining experience creating memorable moments with friends and 
family where guests can enjoy a choice of fondue cooking styles and a variety of unique 
entrees, salads and indulgent desserts. The segments for the Venezuelan audience are listed 
below: 

• The Up To Date Consumer: these consumers are known for being very sociable, 
outgoing, and who truly enjoy eating out. For them, food means having a good time 
with friends, experiencing new dishes, and sharing their experiences. They are young 
consumers who are very active and energetic, and are always looking for the latest 
and newest trends when it comes to talking about food. This audience is the first to 
go to try a new place. Therefore, they are the ones who others ask if 
recommendations are needed for places to dine in. These consumers have a big 
reputation and their opinion matters to others. Price is not a big concern for them and 
they are willing to pay whatever it takes as long as they are the first to try out food in 
the restaurant. The same applies to the nutritional information and food ingredients.  
Social media plays a big role in their lives because it allows them to be informed 
about everything new that happens in their surroundings.  These customers use all of 
the different social media outlets to express themselves freely with respect to the 
places they visit and the food they eat. 
 

• The Casual Dinner Consumer: for these consumers, food is more related to having 
a peaceful and relaxing dining experience. They can be described as moderate, giving, 
and emotional consumers. This audience is not into being the center of attention; 
they are more conservative and reserved in terms of choosing a restaurant. Their 
decision is based on what really makes their dining experience an enjoyable and 
memorable quality moment to share with friends, family or their significant other. 
They are a more mature consumer who enjoys trying out new meals where the food 
is the main component for a different and unique dining experience. Price of the food 
and the quality of the ingredients can be important if they don’t feel that the whole 
dining experience is worthy. These consumers are just looking for a remarkable and 
different way to enjoy their meals. For these customers, recommendations or 
references from others are their main source of dining advice and they use it to 
decide whether or not they want to try a new restaurant.  These consumers use social 
media to follow the news on time but also enjoy other forms of media like print and 
broadcast advertising. 

The persona for each segment is described below:	   



• The Up to Date Persona: She is Andrea; a 
young Venezuelan girl of about 22 years old 
who is living in Valencia which is one of the 
major cities in the country. Currently, Andrea is 
living with both of her parents and her older 
brother. Her dad, a 50 year old man, works as 
a National Manager for one of the biggest 
companies in Venezuela, “Empresas Polar.” The 
company is best known for its brewery division 
but has also diversified into an array of 
industries, mostly related to food processing 
and packaging. Her mom, a 51 year old 
woman, is a Real Estate Agent who started her 
own company four years ago called “Luxur 
Urbana.” The company has made its way to 

becoming a well known real estate company in Valencia.  Andrea is studying 
Marketing at one of the most prestigious and private universities in the city; UNITEC 
(Center University of Technology) and her 24 year old brother graduated from the 
same university one year prior.  He got a job in the marketing department of Toyota 
Corporation thanks to the recommendation from a friend.  
 

• Their household income level is around $190,000. Each member of the family drives 
their own car, and Andréa likes to drive her black Mazda 3 Sedan. The family likes to 
travel and they have been to the US, Europe, Canada, Colombia, Brazil, Curacao, and 
Chile. They have also taken 2 cruises to the Bahamas and Greek Islands. Andrea 
totally loves going shopping and her favorite brands are Michael Kors, Zara, Forever 
21, Nine West, Guess, Levis, Lacoste, Ralph Lauren, Louis Vuitton, H&M, and Victoria 
Secret.  She also likes to party with her friends at night clubs, and enjoys listening to 
music and watching girly TV shows like Gossip Girl, Pretty Little Liars, and the 
Vampire Diaries. One of her passions is dancing Zumba which she sometimes 
dedicates at least 1-hour a day doing. Andrea truly enjoys the experience of eating 
outside of her house, especially if it is to try out a new eating place in her town. She 
is crazy passionate about keeping up to date when it comes to talking about food. For 
some, food is simply a daily meal. But for Andrea, it's much more. She considers 
herself to be a connoisseur of food and finding which restaurants are really worth 
going to and trying out new places to dine in. In Valencia, she has visited tons of 
good restaurants and among her favorites are Palau, Kaffas, Kai Sushi Bar, La 
Trattoria Romana, Roccos, Imperial Garden, Marchica, Tiberious and Frida Restaurant. 
 

•  Andrea’s iPhone and Social Media are her life because they allow her stay 
communicating and keep connected all day to express herself through all of her 
journeys related to food and restaurants. It also allows her to find out about the 
newest and latest restaurants that are coming to Valencia and the surrounding area, 



which for sure she will do anything in her power to be the first one to put her shoes in 
the place.  She doesn’t even has to worry about how much she needs to pay; because 
she will do whatever it takes to be one of the first to dine there. Her friends consider 
Andrea to be one of the most social people with an outstanding personality who is 
always focusing on trying new places to eat.   
 

• They call her the “Guinea Pig” since she is always the first one to experience it. 
Andrea’s friends know that she is so into experiencing new meals that she has 
become a trustworthy person in the manner. Her friends always ask her for places to 
go and if they can join her when Andrea is going on the hunt for new and exciting 
restaurant experiences. They want to be a part of discovering cool and unique places 
to eat so that they can also bring their friends and families on a future visits. This 
makes the whole experience of dining so much more enjoyable because they all have 
a wonderful time and Andrea gets to introduce other people to great restaurants and 
meals.  
 

• The Casual Diner Persona: He is David, a 
Venezuelan adult of about 40 years old who is 
also living in Valencia. David works as a Financial 
Engineer for “Banco de Venezuela” one of the 
biggest bank companies in the country. He is a 
married man whose wife is around 38 years old 
and works as an accountant for a big business 
firm. They both have a child who is 8 years old 
and is currently studying at a private school in 
Valencia. Their household income level is around 
$100,000. David drives a Toyota 4 Runner which 

was assigned to him by his work and he uses it on a daily basis and for long trips with 
his family within Venezuela. His wife drives a Toyota Corolla which she uses on a daily 
basis to pick up their son at school and on any other extracurricular activities.  
 

• David is the decision maker in his family and even though he asks for an opinion from 
his wife, in the end he is the one who decides where or not to go. He also decides 
where to shop for food; they usually go to “Kromi Supermarkets,” a well recognized 
Venezuelan Chain. For clothes, some of the brands he likes to wear are Hugo Boss, 
Banana Republic, GAP, Zara, Clarks, Nike, Adidas, Dockers, Montblanc, and Tommy 
Hilfiger. For home appliances and furniture he goes local and gets their items from 
local Venezuelan brands. David is not a big fan of technology but he uses Apple for 
his personal electronic devices.  Last year he took his family to vacations to Orlando 
to enjoy the theme parks and they have also been to NYC, Los Angeles, and Miami.   
 

• David has an active lifestyle and he likes to do any activity that involves spending time 
with his family where they can share memorable and unique quality moments. He 



truly likes taking his family out to the beach and since he only lives 1 hour away from 
the main beaches, he enjoys going there almost every weekend. He also takes his 
family camping and to any other activity outside of their home since his son really 
loves to be adventurous. David’s son plays soccer and David also dedicates some time 
on the weekends to help practice with him. David likes to go out for dinning, 
especially on the weekends since it is the time were he can relax and do something 
fun with his family. He is always looking for restaurants where he can forget about 
problems related to work and just enjoy a peaceful and delightful meal with the 
company of the ones he loves. He goes to places where he can truly have a nice and 
different experience to share with his family; basically where they can communicate 
and have an amazing time even if that means trying something new and exciting. 
 

• David is type of person who asks for his close friends for recommendations when 
visiting new places and he decides where to dine according to their opinion. David is a 
little picky to please and he won’t hesitate to never come back to a restaurant if he 
feels that the whole dining experience wasn’t worthy.  What truly pleases him is a 
place where he can have an outstanding dining experience where the whole family is 
a part of it. Among David’s favorite restaurants in Valencia are Tony Roma’s, Salon 
Garden, Doña Barbara, Tiberius, Bambu, Auyama, and Don Julian. 

Competitors’ Marketing Mix Analysis. 
For The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant in Venezuela. 

 
Competitor #1: Fábrica Di Chocolate: The Fondue Express. 
In 2003, Fábrica Di Chocolate started its operations focused on the idea of bringing a new 
concept of chocolate consumption to the market: The Fondue Express. This idea then paved 
its way to establishing a franchise system in 2006 through an outstanding and creative kiosk-
unit displaying all of their products in an appealing way.  
 
Products  Fábrica Di Chocolate offers a variety of products, including desserts, drinks 

and sweet hand crafted chocolate with premium ingredients. 
 Their main signature item is their melted chocolate fondue express mix with 

fresh fruit. They have 4 key products under this category:  
1. Big Fondue: includes a double layer of melted chocolate fondue (milk, 

white, or dark) covered with fresh fruit and 3 options of toppings. 
2. Traditional Fondue: fresh fruit covered with premium chocolate (milk, 

white, or dark) free of hydrogenated fat and no gluten added with any 
additional toppings. 

3. Fondue Express Ice: a combination of fruit with milk, dark or white 
melted chocolate on top of a ball of ice cream of any flavor with any 
additional toppings. 

4. Fondue Trufado: a small version of the traditional fondue. 
 Chocolate Spits: the best selection of skewered fruit covered with three 

options of chocolate (milk, white or dark). It could be marshmallow cubes, 
star shaped fruit, fresh strawberries, Italian grapes, bananas or your own 
combination. 



 Fruity desserts: a healthy combination of salad fruit, covered with whipped 
cream, yogurt or condensed milk and delicious toppings.  

 Cold desserts: a combination of mousses and creams mixed with chocolate 
and fruit, like a cake. 

 Drinks: creamy shakes or smoothies available in three flavors: chocolate, 
coffee and fruit covered with whipped cream and syrup. 

 Goodies: sweets and handcrafted pieces of chocolate made with premium 
ingredients. 

 All of the products are made inside of the kiosks, optimizing labor, inventory, 
logistics and product supply. 

 All of the materials are acquired directly from the suppliers, reducing cost 
and increasing overall performance.  

Price  Price differs slightly from country to country  
 The prices ranges from $5 up to $12 per item. 

Place  Originally is from Brazil and has expanded its reach to more than 30 Brazilian 
cities. 

 Has franchises into 6 foreign countries which include: Australia, Japan, 
Venezuela, Kuwait, Spain, and the Dominican Republic. 

 Nowadays, Fábrica Di Chocolate has 42 fully operational kiosk-units. 
 You can find each kiosk-unit in places where the concentration of people is 

above 200,000 monthly. Places like shopping malls, supermarkets, airports, 
subway stations, and universities.  

 Choosing a location for the expansion of this franchise is based on an 
aggressive expansion strategy that includes innovation, technology 
improvement to update each product, target markets and networks where 
they already have operations that are near them.  

Promotion  Fábrica Di Chocolate has a Facebook page and Twitter account in multiple 
languages where they talk about their products and use all types of 
promotions like coupons, discounts, giveaways, and contest, among others. 

 They also have a blog page called “Blog Di Chocolate” at wordpress.com that 
talks about everything related to this company and some facts about all of 
the ingredients they use. They also use it to announce events related to new 
product development and to give incentives to their consumers. 

 Billboards, flyers, and pamphlets on the main streets. 
 News in the main newspaper. 
 Email subscriptions to their website for their customers to receive novelties 

about the franchise. 
 Groupons where people can check for promotions. 

 
Competitor #2: Restaurante Fondue Mi Pequeña Suiza  
This is a Venezuelan Fondue Restaurant called Little Switzerland in English that was founded 
4 years ago. It is basically a traditional cuisine that has different dishes from Switzerland but 
their signatures are their fondue dishes. After doing a lot of research about fondue 
restaurants in my country, this restaurant was the one that fell under the product category of 
casual dining restaurants. My Little Switzerland is becoming a well recognized dining place 
among people and it’s starting to build their perception and credibility.  
 
Products  Cheese fondue with mushroom and a side of bread. 



 Filet Mignon Broth Fondue with 4 different sauces and small pieces of 
vegetables as a side dish.  

 Fondue of chocolate (milk, dark or white) with fruit. 
 A special menu for children.  
 Appetizers: small dishes like bruschetta, sausages, César salad, and shrimp 

covered in a pepper cream sauce, among others. 
 Various salads with different dressings. 
 Crepes: filled with all different types of ingredients like corn, spinach, shrimp 

and pepper, cheese and jam.  
 Main dishes: salmon, sausage, pork, fillet mignon, chicken, and potance 

(typical dish from Switzerland) 
 Sides: rice, mashed potato, vegetables. 
 Desserts: cheesecake, apple pie, brownie with ice cream, and nutella cake. 
 Drinks: wine, cocktails, beer, juices and sodas. 

Price  The appetizers are from $8 up to $25 
 The main dishes are between $25 up to $50. 
 Desserts from $8 to $12 
 Drinks: from $3 up to $12 
 Children’s Menu: from $15 up to $20 

Place  Located only in the capital Caracas, specifically in “El Hatillo” which is a small 
town with a lot of a colonial architecture and a rich artistic culture with 
different types of gastronomy which make it a place of interest for visitors to 
the city.  

 My Little Switzerland is a small restaurant with a cozy and romantic 
ambiance that makes people feel like they are in the center of Europe.  

 The restaurant has a special area just for kids with tons of games and 
people to entertainment them.  

Promotion  Coupons and discounts on special events like Valentine’s Day, Anniversaries, 
Birthdays, and similar types of events. 

 Facebook page and Twitter account where people can easily see promotional 
detail with respect to the restaurant like giveaways, coupons, contests, and 
any other relevant information. 

 Foursquare where people can check-in to the restaurant and can receive a 
discount of about 5% or a free appetizer. 

 Billboards on the main streets with high people traffic.  
 News in main newspaper and on the internet. 
 “Promodiaria.com” and “Aprovecha.com” which are website pages for 

Venezuela like Groupon where people can check for promotions related to 
the restaurant.   

 

Ergonomic Ideas for innovation of The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant. 

• The cook top table: improve table design that eliminates raised cooking bowls and 
incorporates the bowls into the table top. As seen below, the left photo is currently 
how the bowls look at The Melting Pot and on the right is a picture of a cooking table 
with the bowl within the table top. This makes it easier for customers to reach the 
fondue and serve themselves. 



	  

• Fondue Forks: improve fondue forks by incorporating a “grabbing” feature as shown 
in the picture on the right. This will prevent food from falling off the fork into the 
fondue bowl which commonly happens with the current version of the fork as seen 
below on the left. 

	  

 

PEST Analysis for The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant in Venezuela. 

Political Economic Social Technological 
• Safety regulations by 

“The Ministry of 
Popular Power and 
Health” and “Insalud” 
which are Venezuelan 
entities. 

• All the documents 
related to the 

• Venezuela is the fifth 
largest national 
economy in Latin 
America. Venezuela is 
highly dependent on 
oil revenues, which 
account for roughly 
90% of export 

• Population growth 
rate: a rise in life 
expectancy from 74.5 
years to 79.5 years.  

• A 16% rise in the 
general population 
numbers, from 24.8 
million inhabitants to 

• Between April 2011 
and April 2012 the 
number of people 
using the internet in 
Venezuela increased 
by 62%. Reported by 
CONATEL 
Venezuela’s own 



opening of a new 
restaurant like 
licenses, patents, 
taxes, accountability, 
employment, and 
type of restaurant, 
among other 
information. 

• The Government has 
imposed foreign 
exchange and price 
controls which make 
it more difficult for 
companies to conduct 
business.  

• Right now the 
political environment 
in Venezuela is not 
stable due to the 
death of President 
Hugo Chavez which is 
creating a national 
grieving and causing 
companies to 
temporarily 
shutdown. 
 

earnings, about 50% 
of the federal budget 
revenues, and around 
30% of GDP. 

• GDP in Venezuela is 
around 4.7% for 
2012. 

• With an upper-middle 
income and a GNI 
per capita of 
$11,820. 

• Unemployment Rate 
in Venezuela 
decreased to 5.90% 
in December of 2012 
from 6.40% in 
November of 2012. 
Reported by the 
Central Bank of 
Venezuela. 

• The benchmark 
interest rate in 
Venezuela was last 
recorded at 16.43%. 
Reported by the 
Central Bank of 
Venezuela. 

• The inflation rate in 
Venezuela was 
recorded at 22.10% 
in February of 2013. 
Reported by the 
Central Bank of 
Venezuela. 

• Venezuelan income 
tax rate 34%. 

• The official exchange 
rate of the Bolivar 
(Venezuelan 
currency) is 6.3 per 
US dollar. 

28.9 million in 2011.  
• 50.3% of Venezuela’s 

population is female 
and 49.7% is male. 

•  The average age in 
Venezuela today is 27 
years. 

• Social: Venezuelans 
enjoy activities 
outside of their house 
like going shopping, 
to the movie 
theaters, socializing 
with family and 
friends, dinning in 
restaurants, seeing 
artistic designs, and 
going to museums. 

• Middle and upper-
income people 
continue to visit full-
service restaurants 
whenever possible 
because of cultural 
preference for 
socialization and 
being part of the 
newest trends. 

• Benchmark price for 
a meal out (for 2 
mid-range 
restaurant) is $64.20. 

• Education: primary 
school enrollment 
rate is approx 91%, 
secondary school 
enrollment is approx 
63% and a higher 
education is only 
11% of the student 
population. More 
than 70% of 
university students 
come from the 
wealthiest quintile of 
the population 

• Living conditions: 
88.8% of the 
population currently 
lives in urban areas, 
while 11.2% live in 
rural areas in major 
cities.  

• The majority of 

national 
telecommunications. 

• According to 
CONATEL 40.27% of 
Venezuelan’s have 
access to the 
internet. 

• Venezuela is also 
considered to have 
one of the slowest 
internet connections 
in the world, and is 
currently ranked on 
speedtest.net as 157 
(at 1.7Mbps) of 176 
countries measured 
by internet speed.  

• The government is 
currently constructing 
5.796 km of fibre-
optic cable, to 
continue increasing 
internet access as 
part of Chavez’s 
Socialist Plan of the 
Nation 2013 – 2019. 

• Driven by Twitter and 
Facebook, 
smartphone 
penetration in 
Venezuela is one of 
the highest in the 
region. 

• Other social media 
outlets like 
Foursquare and 
Instagram are still 
increasing in 
Venezuela, which can 
be very helpful to use 
to communicate with 
customers.  



Venezuelan 
households are 
headed by men. 

• Women’s role in 
Venezuelan 
households has 
changed due to 
economic necessity 
and a shift of 
attitudes toward 
gender equality. 

• The average family 
size is less than 3 
children (per female). 

• Households outside 
of poverty have risen 
from 67% in 2001 to 
75.43% in 2011. 

Hurdle: In my opinion, 
the major difficulty to 
overcome is finding out 
ways for how to deal 
with the political 
conditions in 
Venezuela, especially 
with the government in 
order to create a 
relationship that will 
benefit not only them, 
but also the target 
audience and the 
restaurant.  

Hurdle: The 
Venezuelan economy 
faces many challenges 
today, and this could 
make the economic 
conditions difficult for 
anyone looking to open 
a business.  Lots of 
research needs to be 
done in order to 
prepare for conducting 
business in the country. 
 

Hurdle: How the 
company can take 
these facts and use 
them to their benefit in 
order to offer the 
Venezuelan people the 
same conditions and 
customer experience 
that characterized this 
restaurant in the casual 
dining category.  

Hurdle: For this part 
my main concern is 
how the restaurant can 
take advantage of the 
internet usage in order 
to increase exposure 
and communicate with 
prospective and 
existing customers. 

 
Marketing Mix for The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant in Venezuela. 

Product: The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant will continue to offer to the Venezuelan people 
their fondue signatures dishes and will add some product adaptations to the dishes and in the 
portions of the food since in this country small portions of food are more accurate. Instead of 
having the traditional 4-course meal which includes (one cheese fondue, one small salad, one 
main entrance, and one chocolate fondue) it will be more adequate to have a 3-course meal 
and a 2-course meal. The fondue dishes are listed below: 

 Cheese Fondue:  

Cheddar Cheese Fondue, Fiesta Cheese Fondue (Cheddar Cheese with Mexican herbs and 
spices), Traditional Swiss Cheese Fondue, Wisconsin Trio Cheese (Fontina, Butterkäse and 
Buttermilk Bleu cheese), and Featured Cheese Fondue (incorporating seasonal Venezuelan 
Chesses like “Queso de Mano”, “Queso Telita”, “Queso de año”, and “Queso Guayanes”). 
Dippers: bread, tortilla chips, carrots, broccoli, and apple.	  

	  



 Main entrée Fondue (For two):  

Signature Selection (filet mignon, shrimps, chicken, pork, and fish), Pacific Rim (tenderloin, 
shrimp, pork, duck, chicken, and dumplings), Surf & Turf (lobster tail, filet mignon, and 
Portobello mushrooms). Also a featured fondue entrée (incorporating seasonal Venezuelan 
beef like “Carne en vara”, “Carne en punta”, and “Tenderloin”).	  

 Individual entrée accompanied by a choice of salad: 

The French Quarter (Cajun-seasoned shrimp, tenderloin, and chicken) Teriyaki-Marinated 
Sirloin, Filet Mignon Medallions, Seafood Trio (Shrimp, scallops and fresh fish fillet), Breast of 
Chicken, Twin Lobster Tails, and The Vegetarian (Fresh vegetables, tofu, artichoke hearts, 
Portobello mushrooms and spinach)	  

 Entrée Cooking Styles:	  

Court Bouillon (Homemade, seasoned vegetable broth), Bourguignonne (European-style 
fondue in cholesterol-free canola oil).	  

Special: Coq au Vin (Flavors of fresh herbs, mushrooms, garlic, spices and burgundy wine), 
and Mojo Style (Caribbean seasoned bouillon with distinctive flavors of fresh garlic with a 
citrus flair).	  

 Chocolate Fondue:  

The Original (milk chocolate with crunchy peanut butter), Amaretto Meltdown (white 
chocolate swirled with Amaretto), Cookies and Cream Marshmallow Dream (dark chocolate 
with marshmallow cream and crushed Oreo cookies), Flaming Turtle (Milk chocolate, caramel 
and chopped pecans), Bailey’s Irish Cream Dream (milk chocolate swirled with Bailey’s Irish 
Cream), Yin & Yang (Half dark chocolate and half white chocolate), Pure Chocolate (Milk, 
dark or white chocolate), and  Special Event (Create your own masterpiece. Select from dark, 
white or milk chocolate then add your favorite liqueur and topping for your own signature 
creation). Dippers: Fresh strawberries, bananas, plus cheesecake, pound cake and brownies.	  

 Salads: 

Cesar Salad (chicken or shrimps), Mushroom Salad (Sliced mushrooms and crisp greens with 
a freshly prepared Parmesan Italian Dressing), Chef’s Salad (Crisp greens with Roma 
tomatoes, cucumbers, sliced eggs, smoked ham and Swiss cheese, served with House 
Dressing), and California Salad (Mixed baby salad greens, Roma tomatoes, walnuts and 
Gorgonzola cheese, with Raspberry Black Walnut Vinaigrette Dressing).	  

 Drinks:	  

A variety of Venezuelan Beers, Wines, Sodas, Natural Juices, Cocktails, and Te.	  

 Children’s Menu (Children under 12):	  



Little Dipper Single (Main entrée plate of shrimp, beef, chicken and ravioli), Little Dippers 
Double (Main entrée plate with a choice of additional cheese or chocolate fondue from the 
adult order), Little Dippers Triple (Main entrée plate with additional cheese and chocolate 
fondue from the adult order), Big Dipper Single (A larger portion of the Little Dippers main 
entrée plate), Big Deepers Double (Main entrée plate with a choice of additional cheese or 
chocolate fondue from the adult order), and Big Dipper Triple (Main entrée plate with 
additional cheese and chocolate fondue from the adult order) 

 Children’s Drinks: 

Strawberry lemonade, Strawberry Banana Smoothie, Chocolate and Caramel Smoothie, Oreo 
Cream Milkshake, Wild Raspberry Lemonade, Chocolate Milk, Regular Milk, Soda, and Shirley 
Temple. 

Place: the best place for The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant in Venezuela is going to be in 
the city of Valencia which is the third largest city in the country. Valencia is an economic hub 
that contains Venezuela's top industries and manufacturing companies and also is known for 
having a lot of diversity in gastronomy, arts and museums, points of interest, and fashion. 
One of the areas in Valencia in which the restaurant will be located is going to be in “Nautilus 
Jardin Gourmet” which is one of the central districts with many diverse restaurants, clubs, 
and shops. 	  

Price: the prices for The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant that will be charged to the 
Venezuelan audience are shown below, the prices were taken as a reference from the online 
page of The Melting Pot: Fondue Restaurant.	  

 For the Cheese Fondue the price will be $15.00 (serves 1-2) Price: $5.00 per 
additional person	  

 For the Main Entrée Fondue for two prices will be between $40 up to $60 and for 
Individual Entrees prices will be $20 to $30. An additional of $5 per pot will be 
charged for the special entrée cooking styles.	  

 For the Chocolate Fondue (Small - Price: $15.00, Regular - Price: $30.00) 
 For the 3-course meal price will be $60 and for the 2-course meal price will be $40	  
 For the salads the price will be $5.00	  
 For the drinks the prices will be between $3 up to $15	  
 For the children’s menu prices ranges between $8 up to $18.	  
 For the children’s drinks the prices are $2 to $3.	  

Promotion: for the promotion part the restaurant can promote the brand in multiple 
advertising channels in Venezuela which includes broadcast advertising, print advertising, and 
social media outlets.	  

The VIP Melting Pot's Club Fondue: customers sign up for free to become part of the VIP 
Reward Club in which they will receive rewards, exclusive offers of upcoming fondue 
features, special deals, food tastings, special events and advanced holiday reservation 



privilege. Also, members will earn points every time they dine in (1 point for every $1 they 
spend on their favorite fondues)	   which after accumulating 200 points customers can 
exchange it on their next visit for a reward of $20 off.  As soon as customers sign up for the 
club they will receive 20 points. Double points will be given to customers for an early dining 
experience (M-F before 6 p.m., Sat & Sun before 5 p.m.)	  

Since Social Media is growing rapidly in Venezuela, it would be a great idea to promote the 
restaurant and the benefits of being part of the VIP Reward Club in the different outlets in 
which the company will use to communicate with their audience and increase people’s 
awareness. Also, in these online pages the restaurant can create contests to motivate their 
audience to have a deeper connection with the brand (like post a funny picture of your latest 
experience in the restaurant or use your creative side to come up with a new name for a 
special fondue). The restaurant will then ask people to vote in order for the winner to receive 
giveaways (either to increase member reward points or to get a free chocolate fondue). Also, 
the company can promote special deals for events celebrate in this country like Valentine’s 
Day, Mothers Day, Fathers Day, New Years Eve, or any other seasonal deal that the 
restaurant wants to inform to their audience. These outlets will also help the company give 
details related to the restaurant like facts, general information, and product information, etc. 
The different social media outlets are listed below:	  

 Facebook: the company can create and use a Facebook page to be in touch with 
their customers and to notify them about any information related to the restaurant. 
Also, since the “Nautilus Jardin Gourmet” is the area that the restaurant will be 
located has a Facebook page, it would be adequate to create an alliance with them 
where they promote the restaurant in order to increase traffic. 

 Twitter: The Melting Pot can create a Twitter account and hashtags specifically for 
the Venezuelan audience to keep them up to date and to inform customers about any 
detail related to the food and the experience they will go through. Some of the 
hashtags include #fondue #quesoderretido #chocolatederretido #fonduedelomito 
#TheMeltingPotVzla 

 Foursquare: by having a Foursquare page the company can increase their brand 
awareness and offer the Venezuelan people points that they can add to their VIP 
Reward Club depending on how often they do check-ins. As an example, the first time 
someone does check-in to the restaurant will receive 10 points, after 3 check-ins they 
will get 15 points and so on.  

 Instagram: since this outlet is relatively new for the Venezuelan people and they are 
increasing their use, it could be helpful for the brand to create an Instagram account 
in which they post pictures of the fondues, of the restaurant, of upcoming and special 
events, contests, and about the rewards that VIP members receive. Also, customers 
can tag the restaurant to share their experience and to increase traffic.    

Print Advertising:  



 Newspaper: this advertising media is still a useful tool for Venezuelans since people 
are used to getting them on a daily basis to be informed about all news either local or 
global and because its reach is extensive within the city. The two principal 
newspapers in Valencia are “El Carabobeño” and “Notitarde”. In these sources, the 
restaurant can promote their brand and the benefits of being part of the VIP Reward 
Club in order to increase people’s knowledge.  

 Billboards: are also very effective tools for advertising especially on the main streets in 
Valencia with high people traffic like “La Av. Bolivar” which is one of the principal 
streets in the city. The company can use this media to promote the restaurant and 
their VIP Reward Cub that will result in increasing their brand awareness. 

Broadcast Advertising:  

 Radio: this media advertising is another effective tool which people tend to listen to a 
lot especially when Venezuelans are stuck in traffic on a daily basis. Two main radio 
stations in Valencia that are very famous and gets many listeners is “Woao 88.1 FM” 
and “La Mega 95.7”. The company can use these broadcast advertising to promote 
their restaurant in order to increase people’s knowledge. 

 TV: this advertising channel is another communicational tool that Venezuelans are 
always eager to watch on their free time or on the weekends with their relatives. A 
principal TV channel in the country is “Venevision”. The restaurant can use it to 
promote their brand during the commercial break of the Novelas (Soap Operas) since 
these are very common and have a large audience of Venezuelans. 

Sample of Marketing Communication: 

The first sample of the marketing communication illustrates how the restaurant will approach 
the Up To Date Consumers. 

The message says: Be the first one of your kind to share a new food experience. 



The second marketing sample demonstrates how the restaurant will communicate with their 
Casual Dinner Consumers. 

The message says: Come to share an unforgettable experience accompanied by the ones you 
love. 

Spokesperson: 

Erika De La Vega:  a Venezuelan actress, tv host of her own show in Venevision “Erika Tipo 
11”, and host at a radio show on “La Mega 95.7”. She also participates in various social 
media outlets like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram which has a big influence on millions of 
followers. She could be the best match as a spokesperson for the resturant since she likes to 
comunicate with Venezuelans using different media channels. People are always following 
Erika on her TV and Radio shows which are really entertaining in order to get her audience 
engaged and she always asks for feedback.  

Her audience is comprised of Venezuelans youngsters and adults who are all the time 
watching what Erika is up to. She is a married woman who has a beautiful son named 
Mathias and another on the way. Erika dedicates all off her attention to doing a lot of 
activities with her son during her free time. On some occasions, she brings her son to work 
where they both have a fun filled day. On the weekends, you can see Erika and her family 
going out to dine at places, traveling, and going to the beach and park, among others.  

` 
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• Online website: Fábrica Di chocolate 
www.fabricadichocolate.com/en  
 

• Online websites for: My Little Switzerland. 
www.guiaprestigio.com/mi-pequena-suiza 
www.tugastronomia.com/detalle/6-166-17795/mi-pequeña-suiza-.html 
www.degusta.com.ve/resturant/caracas/de-fondue-mi-pequena-suiza_478.html  
 

• Twitter account: @mipequenasuiza 
 


